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                                                               By Kimberly Hastings June 1, 2022. 

 

June is named after Juno, the Roman Goddess of marriage, childbirth and fertility. June is 

the month of the Summer Solstice, the official beginning of the summer holiday. This year, 

the Summer Solstice occurs on June 21st. June is also the time of year that flowers are in full 

bloom and fruit is ripe, making it a great time for abundance. 

This month, we celebrate two major holidays: Father’s Day and Juneteenth. Father’s Day is 

observed on the third Sunday of the month, this year being on June 19th. The first Father’s 

Day was celebrated in Washington state on June 19, 1910, but it wasn’t until 1972 that it 

became a Nationwide holiday.  June 19th is the holiday, Juneteenth. This day observes the 

day in 1865 when federal troops arrived in Galveston Texas to ensure that all enslaved peo-

ple were freed. Juneteenth is the longest-running African American holiday, hon-

oring the end of slavery in the United States. It became a Federal Holiday on 

June 17, 2021.  

Gemini reigns over us until June 20 th, continuing to bring an inquisitive energy. 

The search of answers and understanding is intense during this time. Cancer 

takes over on June 21 st, along with its nurturing and protective energy.  

June’s birth flowers are the Honeysuckle and Roses. Honeysuckle represents 

happiness and positivity, while roses are a sign of love and affection. June ’s 

birth stones are Moonstone and Pearl. Moonstone brings love, passion, fertility 

and luck while Pearls represent purity, humility, innocence, long life and pros-

perity.  

https://www.history.com/topics/holidays/fathers-day 
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Tansy is our store fairy. She protects and guides us. She 

also wants to reward customers for shopping with us.  Join 

our rewards program, and you will receive $10.00 for every 

$100.00 you spend on retail. You also get update emails on 

workshops, discounts, and services. Also, all emails include 

a special treat we call Spiritual Uplifts Chocolate. 

Spiritual Uplifts Chocolate gives either a message from 

Lynn, information, recipes on crystals, herbs, protection 

charms, and more. 

Tansy Dust  

Quote of the 
month. 

“Manifest through 
your own mind and 

not others.”  

-Lynn  

FREE 
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Message from Lynn 
By Lynn Pritchard June 1, 2022. 

 
Our society teaches us that we aren't enough, and that happiness 
comes from things outside of ourselves. This makes us constantly 
strive for more. Our belief is that we need to work harder, strive 
for more, and set higher goals that we may not even be interested 
in. However, these goals may look good, since either someone 
else has succeeded in them or it is about how much money you 
can earn. Sadly, this obsession often causes stress in our lives. 
Besides that, some people create these goals solely for the sake of 
making others happy. 
 
Let's pause for a moment and consider what we want from life. 
Sometimes, when we're chasing something, whether it's money, 
fame, or status, we lose sight of what we want. Fulfillment looks 
different to everyone. We need to find happiness at work, home, 
and in friendships. The process of achieving fulfillment takes 
time. Using our mistakes as a learning tool can give us the best 
chance of success. Identifying what fulfillment means to you is 
the first step toward finding it. When you know where you want 
to be and what your life would be like once you get there, you 
can focus on the journey. Additionally, remember that any chang-
es that need to be made along the way are part of the learning 
process.  
 
Steps to find what fulfillment means to you: 
  
Identify your core values. The things you hold most dear to 
your heart are what make you feel complete and valued as a per-
son. Those are the things that you are most passionate about and 
that you believe firmly in. For example, if honesty is one of your 
core values, living an integrity-filled life would be necessary. The 
last thing you will want to do is lie, cheat or steal, and you may 
even avoid gossiping and spreading rumors. Put your 5 core val-
ues on paper, then rank them from 1 to 5 to determine which are 
most meaningful to you. I'll give you an example of my core 
values: Honesty, family, love, security, loyalty, and friendship.   
   
Every day, force yourself to grow. Human nature is one that 
never tires of growing. We are always evolving, changing, and 
improving. So, are you taking steps to ensure that you are receiv-
ing contentment and growth? 
 
Take a mental picture of what success means to you. It can 
sometimes seem abstract when it is in the future. Having a clear 
idea of what success means to you when you are there will often 
help you overcome your resistance. If instead of saying, "I'm 
going to lose weight," say, "I'll lose 5 pounds by January 1st." By 
creating a concrete goal, you'll be more motivated to take action. 
 
Discover your hopes and ambitions. Dreams and goals are what 
we all strive for. Sadly, resistance and denial often prevent us 
from achieving them. It is possible to tap into your true potential 
by taking some time to think about your desires and dreams. 
Could you, for example, describe your ideal day? What kind of 
work would you like to do? Who would you like to associate 
with? Answering these questions will help you clarify what you 
want and how to get it. 
 
It is important to remember that true fulfillment comes from 
within, not from chasing after unattainable goals. Follow those 
things that make you happy and the rest will take care of itself.  
 
Love you all, Lynn.  
 

 

Numerology 
      By Kim Hastings June 1, 2022. 

June, 2022 is a 3 Universal Month, the number 

of creativity and socialization, bringing a 

youthful energy. With Mercury Retrograde fi-

nally over on June 2nd, this is the perfect time 

to let loose and enjoy life.  This is a cheerful 

time to embrace what makes you happy. Take 

time to enjoy the outdoors, reconnect with 

friends, rewarding yourself for your dedication 

over the past few months.  

Additionally, the month of June is a 6 month, 

the number of home and loving relationships. 

Traditionally, June was considered the month 

to get married, as it is named after the Roman 

Goddess of Marriage, Juno. Today, June is the 

second most popular month for marriages. If 

we think about it, this makes sense as this is 

the time of year where the weather is nice be-

fore becoming too hot in the summer months. 

School has ended for most children, so more 

people are free to travel.  

What is unique about this month is that both 

the month, June, and the year, 2022 are a 6 in 

Numerology. When numbers repeat, the energy 

that those numbers bring intensifies. This 

month don’t be surprised to feel a pull towards 

taking care of others or wanting to spend more 

time with family. Focus on strengthening rela-

tionships, as this will ensure a solid foundation 

for growth.  

The challenge this month will be to balance, 

while ensuring not the neglect our responsibili-

ties. While spontaneity is encouraged, be sure 
to not rush any crucial decisions.  
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Healers Will and Lisa 

are now available by ap-

pointment every Thurs-

day and the first Wednes-

day of the month. 

  Call for availability.  

Prices vary.  

Healing event with all 

our healers is the first 

Saturday of the month 

 

Numerology Reports  

with Kim  

This report comes with your 

life path number, personal 

year and month. You’ll re-

ceive 3 month and 3 year nu-

merology and compatibility.   

Cost: $35.00  appointment only 

 

 

 

Astrology Reports 

Astrology provides the wisdom 

of study that will ensure begin-

nings and guidance to positive 

changes in your life.   
 

3 month predictor  $25.00            

6 month predictor  $35.00 

Year predictor  $50.00            

Full Natal Chart    $50.00  

Full Natal Chart/Year Predictor  

$75.00  

Can be emailed or pick-up  

 

Aura Imaging   
Aura Imaging Picture:  

$25.00 

Chakra check-up  

$10.00  

Standard Chakra Report: 

 $25.00  

Standard Aura Report:     

$35.00 6 pages 

Full Aura Picture Reading:  

$50.00 21 pages 

Spiritual Uplifts  

Crystal Light Bed  

& Bio-Mat  

Now available  

Heals: Emotional blockages, head-

aches, negative thinking, helps with 

blood pressure, joint pain, weight 

loss, decreases stress & fa-

tigue...and much more.  

Call to set your appointment today.  

Sessions: 1/2 hour:   $45.00 

                 1 hour:      $80.00 
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SPIRITUAL UPLIFTS 

Crystal Grid for Creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1: Begin by setting intentions of connecting with your higher consciousness through meditation. 

Step 2: Burn sage or Palo Santo to cleanse the energy in your space. 

Step 3: Place a crystal generator of your choice in the center of your grid. Light colored crystals like Clear Quartz 

are preferred. 

Step 4: Using a cloth or wood grid, create two diagonal lines forming a “X” around the generator using the crystals 

below. 

• Red Aventurine: This crystal is excellent for bringing creative energies into your life by encouraging posi-
tive thinking and enhancing your ability to see possibilities. It can enhance your personal power and your indi-
viduality, while also strengthening your sense of originality and leadership. 

• Yellow Fluorite:   Energize your mind and spirit with this stone.  It can move you into a positive state of 
being, giving you the ability to direct your energies appropriately. It can encourage you to make decisions and 
create structures so that you can stay grounded, while living a vibrant and creative life. 

• Orange Calcite: This is a cheery crystal that increases motivation and creativity. Orange Calcite is a terrific 
for opening and balancing the Sacral Chakra, which is the center of your creative energy. It’s ability to clear 
blockages in this Chakra stimulates creativity and helps you to discover new connections and ideas. 

• Gold Electroplated Quartz: This stone stimulates creativity and emotional expression. It is considered a 
crystal of success, meaning it can increase your self-confidence and boost your creativity that can help you ac-
complish success in your business and financial interests. 

• Citrine:  Citrine can raise your vibration and help you embrace positivity and enthusiasm as you move 
through life. Its uplifting energy delivers feelings of positivity and joy. This crystal is connected with the Solar 
Plexus Chakra, which is the center of your power, confidence, intellect, learning, and concentration. 

Step 5: Speak out loud your intentions to activate your grid. 

 

By Amanda Dublo June 1, 2022. 
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Spiritual Uplifts Magical Moon 
By Linda Pritchard June 1, 2022. 

 
June’s full moon is called the “Strawberry Moon.” This name is derived from Native American tribes, as June 

was the time of year that the strawberries were ripe and ready to be gathered. Early Europeans called this the 

“Honey Moon,” as June was the month of many marriages. This explains why the time after a couple is married 

is called the Honeymoon. 

This year, the June moon is also a Super Moon, which occurs when the moon is at its fullest and is the closest to 

the Earth’s orbit. Super moons are extremely powerful and intense due to an increased energetic pull. Any ritual 

done under this moon will be more powerful.   

 

First Quarter: June 7th 10:49 AM EST 

Full Moon: June 14th 7:52 AM EST 

Last Quarter: June 20th 11:11 PM EST 

New Moon: June 28th 10:53 PM EST 

 

Full Moon Ritual:  Manifesting Grit.  

You will need: 

• Cinnamon Sage: Helps you clear your mind and manifest your goals. 

• One Rhodochrosite crystal: Helps resolve conflicts and promotes forgiveness and love.  

• One Garnet crystal: Brings in transformation and helps you manifest.  

• Strawberries or Matcha Strawberry Latte: Connects you to the moon.  Promotes growth and healing. 

• Two white altar candles: Use to call in your protection. 

• One sandalwood candle to manifest the grit.  

To begin, use the cinnamon sage to cleanse the area. Smear the smoke around in circles as you light the sage. 
Place the two white candles on top of your altar for protection. As you light these candles, ask for protection 
from the angels, the divine, or God. In the middle of the altar, place the sandalwood candle with a letter of inten-
tion. This should indicate any positive changes you would like to make (read out loud before placing it under the 
candle). Rhodochrosite and garnet should be placed on the far right side of the altar. Strawberries or tea should 
be placed on the left.  

Once you have read your letter out loud, say the following. "Positive changes come to me! Make the light shine 
bright on me. As I seek to bring forth positive changes with the love of the divine, my future is brighter. As I say 
thank you, I am grateful for each lesson learned, and I am thankful for that which is right.” Now drink your tea 
and enjoy your tea and the energy of the full moon.  
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June Classes 
&Workshop  

Upcoming Workshops  

 

 
2 ½ Hour Meditation Sunday 26th  from 4:30 pm to 
7:00 pm During this meditation, all seven chakras are 
activated. Sometimes it is just necessary to relax and 

practice mindfulness. This is the perfect course for be-
ginners as well as experts, whether you are stressed 
out and in need of some peace, or just want to enjoy all 
the benefits of meditation. You may bring pillows or 
blankets if necessary. We will take a 15-minute break 
in between. Snacks will be provided. The cost of the 
workshop is $35.  Space is limited. Please call (904) 
292-4555 to sign up. Due to limited seating, prepay-
ment is required to reserve your space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Healing event  Saturday 4th from 1 pm to 3pm  

Come meet our practitioners and experience dif-

ferent healing techniques.  Our healers are trained 

on energy work, 7 archangels, reconnective heal-

ing, singing bowls and more. All our practitioners 

are intuitive healers that are well-trained and at-

tuned. Cost $15.00 Love offering goes to St. 

Jude’s hospital.  First come, first served.  

 
Sunday, June 5th, 19th & 26th  “Your Journey 
begins here!” 10:30 am to 12:00 pm This work-
shop will introduce you to spiritual sources that 
can empower your mind and align you with your 
higher self. The workshop will last 18 days. Cost: 
$20.00 per class. Space is limited. Please call 
(904) 292-4555 to sign up. Due to limited seating, 
prepayment is required to reserve your space.  

Saturday 25th from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm Psychic 
Medium class with Lynn. Whether you are new 
or just trying to advance your skills, this class will 
teach you to grow into your gifts and find your 
niche.  It doesn't matter if you're a beginner or just 
trying to improve your skills. The class will teach 
you how to discover your gifts. This is a series of 
5, each designed to push you further each 
time.  The cost is $45.00 per class or $200.00 for 

the series.   Space is limited. Please call (904) 
292-4555 to sign up. Due to limited seating, pre-
payment is required to reserve your space.  
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SPIRITUAL UPLIFTS Monthly Study 
                                                                         By Kimberly Hastings June 1, 2022. 

Book: Angels of the Zodiac by Patricia Papps. This guide gives information on the angels of your sun sign, to reveal 

your life’s purpose and raise your spiritual awareness. Learn how to connect with the angels outside of your sun sign to 

gain the benefits of their different energies. Each sign includes meditations for connecting with the angels to receive the 

most from their energy.   

Oil: Zodiac oil: Zodiac oil helps attract favorable planetary vibrations as well as enhances the attributes of the zodiac 

sign. Rub on your skin or diffuse to align yourself with the vibrational energies of your zodiac sign.  

Herb: Turmeric Root Powder: Turmeric is a wonderful herb to support healthy joint mobility and ease arthritis. 

Helpful for respiratory infections and allergies, as well as digestive disorders.  

**Persons on blood thinners should use caution before use. 

**This information has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, 
or prevent any disease. For educational purposes only.We recommend that you consult with a qualified healthcare practitioner before 
using herbal products, particularly if you are pregnant, nursing, or on any medications.  

Crystal: Galaxite: Galaxite is the perfect stone for personal transformation, as it supports spiritual, mystical and physi-

cal growth. Perfect stone for those studying astrology or astronomy. Eases diseases associated with stress and anxiety.  

All Spiritual Uplifts Essential oils and herbs are certified organic.  All crystals are handpicked and pur-
chased by licensed vendors. 
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Mercury in Retrograde 2022 
 

January 13 to February 3  

May 10 to June 2 

September 9 to October 1 

December 28 to January 18 (2023) 

What to do when Mercury is in Retrograde.  The 

planet Mercury rules communication, travel, con-

tracts, automobiles, and such.  This type of influence 

depends on your zodiac.  

Aries -Reconfiguration of workplace relationships 

Taurus– Issues with relationships.  

Gemini- Un-clear real-estate. 

Cancer - Misunderstandings in relationships  

Leo - This is a period for revisiting some issues with 

money.  

Virgo - Redefine your own personality, to rediscov-

er a new way.  

Libra - You will feel like you need to isolate your-

self.  

Scorpio - Avoid complaints from superiors.    

Sagittarius - Before you make decisions think of the 

consequences.  

Capricorn - Revise education at this time.  

Aquarius - Pay attention to financial agreements.  

Pisces - Be cautious, Ex-partners return.  

 

Horoscope 
Aries: You might be barking up the wrong tree in 
terms of career.  Let go of ego. 

Taurus: Keep still so you can feel the wind of change 
coming and roll it in the right direction. 

Gemini: Take time to learn to get along with others 
and work by improving personality traits. 

Cancer: Your responsibility and authority are likeable 
qualities now, making this an encouraging period for 
you to get a higher position.  

Leo: Your positive attitude presents an opportunity 
you been wanting to do. 

Virgo: You are anxious with taking on an important or 
aggressive role within an association or relationship.  

Libra: This is an especially introspective month during 
which you have the chance to truly uncover your per-
sonal strengths and talents. 

Scorpio: Hard work pays off. You now realize that 
people skills are necessary to succeed. 

Sagittarius: You will have the energy, enthusiasm and 
confidence to handle both work and play. 

Capricorn: There may be an issue that might raise 
confrontation or requires compromise with someone. 

Aquarius: Build relationships with family so regardless 
of what you meet in the outside world you will still 
have a secure place to return to. 

Pisces: You need to learn to relate better to others. 

Contacts must not be neglected.   

 

You can get your daily horoscope by visiting our web-
site at  https://www.spiritualuplifts.com/horoscopes-
numerology/ 

For updates and any changes visit our website at 

www.spiritualuplifts.com or join us on Facebook at  

www.facebook.com/spiritualupliftsnewagestore  
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Soul Package with 

Lynn 

Of course we have natural healing 

within us.  However sometimes it's 

more difficult to heal yourself be-

cause it takes a long time to see your 

lessons.  A coach can provide a safe 

environment where you can see 

yourself more clearly.  Lynn not 

only coaches, she is also a psychic 

medium so she can see a little more 

by adding a soul reading.  What you 

can't see she usually can. She will 

guide you on building structure, 

accountability, and give you the sup-

port to help you stay committed. 

The sessions are designed to identify 

root causes of emotional barriers 

around your heart. She uses assis-

tance from the divine to release 

blockages and cords that may be 

holding you back.  

Depending on your needs: 

Soul reading/clairvoyant, affirma-

tions, tapping, healings, chakra bal-

ancing, cords cutting and removal of 

blockages, soul retrieval,1 hour 

crystal bed 

6 sessions for $400.00 

(This requires total commit-

ment and must be scheduled 

ahead for once a week. ) 

Call for an appointment  

Readings: 1/2 hour $90.00; 1 hour $145.00. Anything over 

an hour is $2.00 per min. You can have a phone reading, or 

in house reading. Readings are done by appointments on-

ly.  Due to high volume of customers we open our schedule 

no more than two weeks out. You can call every Saturday at 

10:30 a.m. to schedule your appointment. Customers are 

only allowed to book every three to six months. Thank you 

for understanding, Lynn 

Attention:  All mediumship reads is one deceased loved one  

per session. Lynn talks to a lot of spirits in one day. It can be 

very draining when you keep asking. She needs her energy to 

finish the day.  

We do have some days available for reads in June.  Please be 

courteous to our employees taking the appointments.  If you 

are not understanding you may not get an appointment.  

I’ve been reading tarot cards professionally for more than 30 years. I work 
through the cards using clairvoyance, mediumship, and soul reading. I am also 
a Reiki Master, Coach, and Minister. I  have been studying Metaphysics since 
1990. 
For most of my life, I lived in Rhode Island, which is 45 minutes from Salem, 
Massachusetts. I made many trips back and forth to Salem to discover its true 
histories and the wonderful growth of spiritualism. 
Most of my work was taught through the White Light Book Store in 
Cranston, Rhode Island. As I learned more about my spiritual gifts, I discov-
ered they started to form when I was a child. I believe everyone is psychic, 
some more sensitive than others. 
Once I finished my bachelor’s degree in business, I decided it was time to 
have a business of my own. That’s when I opened Spiritual Uplifts Metaphysi-
cal Store. 
My contact with spirit has helped clients through the healing process associat-
ed with the loss of deceased loved ones, divorce, new ventures and finding 
oneself. I am dedicated to helping others identify and eliminate obstacles 
standing in their way in all aspects of life, including personal growth and rela-
tionships. 

Reading by Lynn  
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 June 2022                                    

Spiritual Uplifts Monthly Study  

 
 

Sunday  Monday Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday Friday Saturday 

   1 2 3 4 

 

 

     Healing event 

1 to 3 pm 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

 

   Healer  
Available 
Call for  

appointment  

  

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Healer  
Available 
Call for  

appointment  
 

 

   Healer  
Available 
Call for  

appointment  

  

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

     Healer  
Available 
Call for  

appointment  

 Psychic Medium 

class  

2:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

26 27 28 29 30   

2 1/2  Hour  

Mediation Class  

4:30pm to 7:30pm 

 

 

 

 

    Healer  
Available 
Call for  

appointment  

  

       

       


